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Abstract

Equality and proportionality of the ordinary least-squares estimator (OLSE), the weighted least-squares estimator

(WLSE), and the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) for Xb in the general linear (Gauss–Markov) model M ¼

fy;Xb; s2Rg are investigated through the matrix rank method.
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1. Introduction

Consider the general linear (Gauss–Markov) model

M ¼ fy;Xb;Rg, (1)

where X is a nonnull n� p known matrix, y is an n� 1 observable random vector with expectation EðyÞ ¼ Xb

and with the covariance matrix CovðyÞ ¼ R, b is a p� 1 vector of unknown parameters, and R is an n� n

symmetric nonnegative definite (n.n.d.) matrix, known entirely except for a positive constant multiplier. In this
paper, we investigate some special relations among the ordinary least-squares estimator (OLSE), the weighted
least-squares estimator (WLSE), and the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) for Xb in the model M.

Throughout this paper, A0, rðAÞ and RðAÞ represent the transpose, the rank and the range (column space) of
a real matrix A, respectively; Ay denotes the Moore–Penrose inverse of A with the properties AAyA ¼ A,
AyAAy ¼ Ay, ðAAyÞ0 ¼ AAy and ðAyAÞ0 ¼ AyA. In addition, let PA ¼ AAy and QA ¼ I� PA.

Let M be as given in (1). The OLSE bb of b is defined to be a vector minimizing ky� Xbk2 ¼

ðy� XbÞ0ðy� XbÞ and OLSEðXbÞ is defined to be Xbb. Suppose V is an n� n n.n.d. matrix. The WLSE eb of b is
e front matter r 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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defined to be a vector b minimizing ky� Xbk2V ¼ ðy� XbÞ0Vðy� XbÞ, and WLSEVðXbÞ is defined to be Xeb.
When V ¼ In, WLSEIn

ðXbÞ ¼ OLSEðXbÞ. The weight matrix V in WLSEVðXbÞ can be constructed from the
given matrix X and R, for example, V ¼ Ry or V ¼ ðXTX0 þ RÞy, see, e.g., Rao (1971). The BLUE of Xb is a
linear estimator Gy such that EðGyÞ ¼ Xb and for any other linear unbiased estimator My of Xb, CovðMyÞ �

CovðGyÞ ¼MRM0 �GRG0 is nonnegative definite. The three estimators are well known and have been
extensively investigated in the literature.

Definition 1. Let X be an n� p matrix, and let V and R be two n� n symmetric n.n.d. matrices.
(a)
 The projector into the range of X under the seminorm kxk2V ¼ x0Vx is defined to be

PX:V ¼ XðX0VXÞyX0Vþ ½X� XðVXÞyðVXÞ�U, (2)

where U is arbitrary.

(b)
 The BLUE projector PXkR is defined to be the solution G satisfying the equation

G½X;RQX� ¼ ½X; 0�,

which can be expressed as

PXkR ¼ ½X; 0�½X;RQX�
y þU1ðIn � ½X;RQX�½X;RQX�

yÞ,

where U1 is arbitrary. The product PXkRR is unique and can be written as

PXkRR ¼ PXR� PXRðQXRQXÞ
yR. (3)
The following results on the OLSE, WLSE and BLUE of Xb in M are well known, see, e.g., Mitra and Rao
(1974) and Puntanen and Styan (1989).
Lemma 1. Let M be as given in (1). Then:
(a)
 The OLSE of Xb in M is unique, and can be written as OLSEðXbÞ ¼ PXy. In this case,

E½OLSEðXbÞ� ¼ Xb and Cov½OLSEðXbÞ� ¼ PXRPX.
(b)
 The general expression of the WLSE of Xb in M can be written as WLSEVðXbÞ ¼ PX:Vy. In this case,

E½WLSEVðXbÞ� ¼ PX:VXb and Cov½WLSEVðXbÞ� ¼ PX:VRP0X:V.

In particular, WLSEVðXbÞ is unique if and only if rðVXÞ ¼ rðXÞ. In such a case, PX:VX ¼ X and WLSEVðXbÞ

is unbiased.

(c)
 The general expression of the BLUE of Xb in M can be written as BLUEðXbÞ ¼ PXkRy. In this case,

E½BLUEðXbÞ� ¼ Xb and Cov½BLUEðXbÞ� ¼ PXkRRP0XkR.

Moreover, Cov½BLUEðXbÞ� can be expressed as

Cov½BLUEðXbÞ� ¼ PXRPX � PXRðQXRQXÞ
yRPX.

In particular, BLUEðXbÞ is unique if y 2 R½X;R�, the range of ½X;R�.
Various properties of PX:V and PXkR can be found in Mitra and Rao (1974), and Puntanen and Styan (1989).
Because these estimators are derived from different optimal criteria, they are not necessarily equal. An
interesting problem on these estimators is to give necessary and sufficient conditions for them to be equal. If
this is true, one can use the OLSE of Xb instead of the BLUE of Xb. Further, it is of interest to consider the
proportionality of these estimators.

In order to compare two estimators for an unknown parameter vector, various efficiency functions have
been introduced. The most frequently used measure for relations between two unbiased estimators L1y and
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L2y of b with both CovðL1yÞ and CovðL2yÞ nonsingular is the D-relative efficiency

effDðL1y;L2yÞ ¼
det½CovðL2yÞ�

det½CovðL2yÞ�
.

A similar relative efficiency function is also defined for the determinants of the information matrices
corresponding to two designs for a linear regression model. Other relative efficiency functions can be defined
through the traces and norms of covariance matrices, for example,

effAðL1y;L2yÞ ¼
tr½CovðL1yÞ�

tr½CovðL2yÞ�
.

If effDðL1y;L2yÞ ¼ 1, i.e., det½CovðL1yÞ� ¼ det½CovðL2yÞ�, the two estimators L1y and L2y are said to have the

same D-efficiency, and is denoted by L1y�
D
L2y.

In addition to the determinant equality det½CovðL1yÞ� ¼ det½CovðL2yÞ�, some strong relations between two
unbiased estimators are defined as follows.

Definition 2. Suppose that L1y and L2y are two unbiased linear estimators of b in (1).
(a)
 The two estimators are said to have the same efficiency if

CovðL1yÞ ¼ CovðL2yÞ, (4)

and this is denoted by L1y�
C
L2y.
(b)
 The two estimators are said to be identical (coincide) with probability 1 if

CovðL1y� L2yÞ ¼ 0, (5)

and this is denoted by L1y�
P
L2y.
Clearly (4) is equivalent to

L1RL
0
1 ¼ L2RL

0
2, (6)

and (5) is equivalent to ðL1 � L2ÞRðL1 � L2Þ
0
¼ 0, i.e.,

L1R ¼ L2R. (7)

It is easy to see from (6) and (7) that

L1y�
P
L2y) L1y�

C
L2y) L1y�

D
L2y.

However, the reverse implication is not true. For example, let

R ¼
2 1

1 2

� �
; L1 ¼ ½1;�1�; L2 ¼ ½�1; 1�.

Then

L1RL
0
1 ¼ L2RL

0
2 ¼ 2; but ðL1 � L2ÞR ¼ ½2;�2�a0.

Many authors investigated the equalities among these estimators using Definition 2(a); see, e.g., Baksalary
and Puntanen (1989), Puntanen and Styan (1989), Young et al. (2000), and GroX et al. (2001) among others. In
this paper, we use Definition 2(b) to characterize the relations between two estimators.

Lemma 2. Let M be as given in (1), and suppose L1y and L2y are two linear estimators for Xb in M. Then

L1y ¼ L2y with probability 1, i.e., L1y�
P
L2y, if and only if L1X ¼ L2X and L1R ¼ L2R, i.e.,

L1½X;R� ¼ L2½X;R�.

The rank of a matrix is defined to be the dimension of the column space or row space of the matrix. It has
been recognized since the 1970s that rank equalities for matrices provide a powerful method for finding
general properties of matrix expressions. In fact, for any two matrices A and B of the same size, the equality
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A ¼ B holds if and only if rðA� BÞ ¼ 0; two sets S1 and S2 consisting of matrices of the same size have a
common matrix if and only if minA2S1;B2S2

rðA� BÞ ¼ 0; the set inclusion S1 � S2 holds if and only if
maxA2S1

minB2S2
rðA� BÞ ¼ 0. If some formulas for the rank of A� B are derived, they can be used to

characterize the equality A ¼ B. In order to simplify various matrix expressions involving generalized inverses,
we need some rank equalities for partitioned matrices due to Marsaglia and Styan (1974).

Lemma 3. Let A 2 Rm�n, B 2 Rm�k and C 2 Rl�n. Then

r½A;B� ¼ rðAÞ þ r½ðIm � AA�ÞB� ¼ rðBÞ þ r½ðIm � BB�ÞA�, (8)

r
A

C

� �
¼ rðAÞ þ r½CðIn � A�AÞ� ¼ rðCÞ þ r½AðIn � C�CÞ�, (9)

r
A B

C 0

� �
¼ rðBÞ þ rðCÞ þ r½ðIm � BB�ÞAðIn � C�CÞ�. (10)

The following result is shown in Tian (2002), and Tian and Cheng (2003).
Lemma 4. Let A 2 Rm�n, B 2 Rm�k and C 2 Rl�n. Then

min
X2Rk�l

rðA� BXCÞ ¼ r½A;B� þ r
A

C

� �
� r

A B

C 0

� �
. (11)

2. Equality and proportionality of estimators
Theorem 1. Let M be as given in (1).
(a)
 There is WLSEVðXbÞ such that WLSEVðXbÞ �
P
OLSEðXbÞ if and only if PXVQXR ¼ 0.
(b)
 Assume r½A;R� ¼ n. Then there is WLSEVðXbÞ such that WLSEVðXbÞ �
P
OLSEðXbÞ if and only if

PXV ¼ VPX.
Proof. From Lemma 2, we see that WLSEVðXbÞ �
P
OLSEðXbÞ if and only if there is PX:V such that

PX:V½X;R� ¼ ½X;PXR�.

Let M1 ¼ ½X;R� and M2 ¼ ½X;PXR�. Then by (2)

PX:V½X;R� � ½X;PXR� ¼ XðX0VXÞyX0VM1 �M2 � ðX� AðVXÞyðVXÞÞUM1,

where U is arbitrary. From (11),

min
PX:V

rðPX:VM1 �M2Þ ¼ min
U

r½XðX0VXÞyX0VM1 �M2 � ðX� AðVXÞyðVXÞÞUM1�

¼ r½XðX0VXÞyX0VM1 �M2;X� XðVXÞyðVXÞ�

þ r
XðX0VXÞyX0VM1 �M2

M1

" #

� r
XðX0VXÞyX0VM1 �M2 X� XðVXÞyðVXÞ

M1 0

" #
. ð12Þ
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By (8)–(10) and elementary block matrix operations,

r½XðX0VXÞyX0VM1 �M2;X� XðVXÞyðVXÞ� ¼ r
XðX0VXÞyX0VM1 �M2 X

0 VX

" #
� rðVXÞ

¼ r
0 X

VXðX0VXÞyX0VM1 � VM2 0

" #
� rðVXÞ

¼ r½VXðX0VXÞyX0VM1 � VM2� þ rðXÞ � rðVXÞ,

r
XðX0VXÞyX0VM1 �M2

M1

" #
¼ r

M2

M1

" #
¼ r

X PXR

X R

� �
¼ r

0 0

X R

� �
¼ rðM1Þ,

r
XðX0VXÞyX0VM1 �M2 X� XðVXÞyðVXÞ

M1 0

" #
¼ rðM1Þ þ r½X� XðVXÞyðVXÞ�

¼ rðM1Þ þ rðXÞ � rðVXÞ.

Also note that VXðX0VXÞyX0VX ¼ VX. Hence,

VXðX0VXÞyX0VM1 � VM2 ¼ ½0;VXðX
0VXÞyX0VR� VPXR�.

Moreover,

PX½VXðX
0VXÞyX0VR� VPXR� ¼ PXVR� PXVPXR ¼ PXVQXR.

Hence, r½VXðX0VXÞyX0VM1 � VM2� ¼ rðPXVQXRÞ. Substituting these rank equalities into (12) and
simplifying gives

min
PX:V

rðPX:V½X;R� � ½X;PXR�Þ ¼ rðPXVQXRÞ.

Let the right-hand side be zero, we obtain the result in (a). The rank equality r½X;R� ¼ n is equivalent to
rðQXRÞ ¼ rðQXÞ by (8). Hence PXVQXR ¼ 0 is equivalent to PXVQX ¼ 0, i.e., PXV ¼ PXVPX. Note that
PXVPX is symmetric, PXV ¼ PXVPX is equivalent to PXV ¼ VPX. &

Some other problems on WLSEVðXbÞ ¼ OLSEðXbÞ can be investigated. For example, one can solve for
n.n.d. V from the equation PXVQXR ¼ 0 if both X and R are given, or solve for n.n.d. R from the equation if
both X and V are given.

Theorem 2. Let M be as given in (1). Then the following statements are equivalent:
(a)
 There is BLUEðXbÞ such that BLUEðXbÞ �
P
OLSEðXbÞ.
(b)
 There is BLUEðXbÞ such that BLUEðXbÞ �
C
OLSEðXbÞ.
(c)
 PXRQX ¼ 0, i.e., RðRXÞ � RðXÞ.

(d)
 PXR ¼ RPX.
Proof. From Definition 1(a) and (c) and Lemma 2, we see that there is BLUEðXbÞ such that

OLSEðXbÞ �
P
BLUEðXbÞ if and only if PXR ¼ PXkRR. From (3), we obtain

PXR� PXkRR ¼ PXRðQXRQXÞ
yR.

It is easy to verify that

r½PXRðQXRQXÞ
yR� ¼ rðPXRQXRQXÞ ¼ rðPXRQXÞ.

The equivalence of (a), (c) and (d) follows from this result. From Lemma 1(a) and (c), we see that

Cov½OLSEðXbÞ� � Cov½BLUEðXbÞ� ¼ PXRðQXRQXÞ
yRPX.
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It is easy to verify that

r½PXRðQXRQXÞ
yRPX� ¼ r½PXRðQXRQXÞ

y
�

¼ rðPXRQXRQXÞ

¼ rðPXRQXÞ.

The equivalence of (b) and (d) follows from this result. &

Theorem 2(b)–(d) are well known, see, e.g., Puntanen and Styan (1989), Young et al. (2000).

Theorem 3. Let M be as given in (1).
(a)
 There are WLSEVðXbÞ and BLUEðXbÞ such that WLSEVðXbÞ �
P
BLUEðXbÞ if and only if PXVRQX ¼ 0,

that is, RðRVXÞ � RðXÞ.

(b)
 If V ¼ ðXX0 þ RÞy, then WLSEVðXbÞ is unique and WLSEVðXbÞ �

P
BLUEðXbÞ.
Proof. From Lemma 2, WLSEVðXbÞ �
P
BLUEðXbÞ if and only if

PX:V½X;R� ¼ ½X;PXkRR�.

Let M1 ¼ ½X;R� and M2 ¼ ½X;PXkRR�. Then by (11),

min
PX:V

rðPX:VM1 �M2Þ ¼ min
U

r½XðX0VXÞyX0VM1 �M2 � ðX� XðVXÞyðVXÞÞUM1�

¼ r½XðX0VXÞyX0VM1 �M2;X� XðVXÞyðVXÞ�

þ r
XðX0VXÞyX0VM1 �M2

M1

" #

� r
XðX0VXÞyX0VM1 �M2 X� XðVXÞyðVXÞ

M1 0

" #
. ð13Þ

By (8)–(10),

r½XðX0VXÞyX0VM1 �M2;X� XðVXÞyðVXÞ� ¼ r
XðX0VXÞyX0VM1 �M2 X

0 VX

" #
� rðVAÞ

¼ r
0 X

VVðX0VXÞyX0VM1 � VM2 0

" #
� rðVXÞ

¼ r½VXðX0VXÞyX0VM1 � VM2� þ rðXÞ � rðVXÞ,

r
XðX0VXÞyX0VM1 �M2

M1

" #
¼ r

M2

M1

" #
¼ r

0

M1

" #
¼ rðM1Þ,

r
XðX0VXÞyX0VM1 �M2 X� XðVXÞyðVXÞ

M1 0

" #
¼ rðM1Þ þ r½X� XðVXÞyðVXÞ�

¼ rðM1Þ þ rðXÞ � rðVXÞ.

Also note that VXðX0VXÞyX0VX ¼ VX. Hence,

VXðX0VXÞyX0VM1 � VM2 ¼ ½0;VXðX
0VXÞyX0VR� VPXkRR�.

It can be verified that

r½VXðX0VXÞyX0VR� VPXkRR� ¼ rðPXVRQXÞ.
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Substituting these rank equalities into (13) and simplifying leads to

min
PX:V

rðPX:V½X;R� � ½X;PXkRR�Þ ¼ rðPXVRQXÞ,

completing the proof. &

The following results are concerned with the proportionality of the three estimators.

Theorem 4. Let M be as given in (1) and suppose that VXa0. Then there are WLSEVðXbÞ and a scalar l such

that WLSEVðXbÞ �
P
lOLSEðXbÞ if and only if l ¼ 1 and PXVQXR ¼ 0, that is, there is WLSEVðXbÞ

proportional to OLSEðXbÞ with probability 1 if and only if the WLSEVðXbÞ satisfies WLSEVðXbÞ �
P
OLSEðXbÞ.

Proof. From Lemma 2, there is WLSEVðXbÞ so that WLSEVðXbÞ �
P
lOLSEðXbÞ if and only if

PX:V½X;R� ¼ ½lX; lPXR�.

Let M1 ¼ ½X;R� and M2 ¼ ½X;PXR�. Then we can find through the matrix rank method that

min
PX:V

rðPX:VM1 � lM2Þ ¼ r½ð1� lÞVX;VXðX0VXÞyX0VR� lVPXR�. (14)

Let the right-hand side of (14) be zero, we see that l ¼ 1 and VXðX0VXÞyX0VR ¼ VPXR. Hence, the result in
this theorem follows from Theorem 1. &

Theorem 5. Let M be as given in (1) and suppose that Xa0. Then there are BLUEðXbÞ and scalar l such that

BLUEðXbÞ �
P
lOLSEðXbÞ if and only if PXR ¼ RPX, that is, there is BLUEðXbÞ proportional to OLSEðXbÞ with

probability 1 if and only if the BLUEðXbÞ satisfies BLUEðXbÞ �
P
OLSEðXbÞ.

Proof. From Lemma 2, BLUEðXbÞ �
P
lOLSEðXbÞ holds, if and only if

X ¼ lX and RPXR ¼ lPXkRR,

which are equivalent to l¼1 and RPXR ¼ PXkRR. Hence, the result in this theorem follows from Theorem 2. &

Theorem 6. Let M be as given in (1) and suppose that VXa0. Then there are WLSEVðXbÞ and l such that

WLSEVðXbÞ �
P
lBLUEðXbÞ if and only if l ¼ 1 and RðRVXÞ � RðXÞ, that is, there is WLSEVðXbÞ proportional

to BLUEðXbÞ with probability 1 if and only if the WLSEVðXbÞ satisfies WLSEVðXbÞ �
P
BLUEðXbÞ.

Proof. From Lemma 2, WLSEVðXbÞ �
P
lBLUEðXbÞ if and only if

PAX:V½X;R� ¼ l½X;PXkRR�.

Let M1 ¼ ½X;R� and M2 ¼ ½X;PXkRR�. Then by (11),

min
PX:V

rðPX:VM1 � lM2Þ ¼ min
U

r½XðX0VAÞyX0VM1 � lM2 � ðX� XðVAÞyðVAÞÞUM1�

¼ r½XðX0VXÞyX0VM1 � lM2;X� XðVXÞyðVXÞ�

þ r
XðX0VXÞyX0VM1 � lM2

M1

" #

� r
XðX0VXÞyX0VM1 � lM2 X� XðVXÞyðVXÞ

M1 0

" #
¼ r½VXðX0VXÞyX0VM1 � lVM2�

¼ r½ð1� lÞVX;VXðX0VXÞyX0VR� lVPXkRR�. ð15Þ

Let the right-hand side of (15) be zero, we obtain that l ¼ 1 and VXðX0VXÞyX0VR ¼ VPXkRR. Hence, the
result in this theorem follows from Theorem 3. &
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It can be seen from Theorems 4–6 that if any two of the OLSE, WLSE and BLUE for Xb in the model (1)
are proportional with probability 1, the two estimators are identical with probability 1.

Many other problems on the model (1) can be investigated through the matrix rank method. For example,
assume that the general linear model fy;Xb;Rg incorrectly specifies the covariance matrix as s2R0, where R0 is
a given n.n.d. matrix and s2 is a positive parameter (possibly unknown). Then consider the relations between
the BLUEs of Xb in the original model and the misspecified model fy;Xb;s2R0g. Some previous results on the
relations between the BLUEs of Xb in the two models can be found in Mitra and Moore (1973), and Mathew
(1983). In addition, it is of interest to consider partial coincidence and partial proportionality of the OLSE,
WLSE and BLUE of Xb in (1), as well as to consider coincidence and proportionality of the OLSE, WLSE
and BLUE of Xb in (1) under a restriction Ab ¼ b.
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